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NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP
VIEWRANGER –But where to get Routes from?

We have looked at how to USE routes.
But where can we find some.

Viewranger
(we have looked at that on phone and web)

Midlancs Area Web Site.

Free Web Sites

Subscription Web Sites

Rambler Main Site

SPLIT



ROUTES  from   - MidLancs Area Web Site.
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

The Area web site is a single point of access to all things about all the groups. Web sites, 
walks, Meet Ups, Facebooks. It also gives all walks as interactive lists and maps, and 
provides 100’s walks.



MidLancs Area Web Site.
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

All the Midlancs walks are accessible as a list or here as a map. Click on circles 
(indicating a set of nearby walks). Click on “people” to access details of a specific walk.



MidLancs Area Web Site.
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There are 100’s of tracks listed covering much of the UK. You can click on them to see 
the track in a google map.  Also there are 10’s of fully documented, mainly local walks 
along with tracks for them.



MidLancs Area Web Site.
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Clicking on the tracks brings up a google map of the route. It can show height plot of the 
walk, nearby post codes.



MidLancs Area Web Site.
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There is also 300+ tracks around the UK. Look down the grid ref to an area of interest and open 
the track. WARNING the distances/heights sometimes show incorrectly large.



MidLancs Area Web Site.
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Clicking on the tracks brings up a google map of the route. It can show the TRUE heights 
along the route, the TRUE distance, and also nearby post codes.



Rambler Main Web Site.
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If you sign into the Rambler site and click on “Go Walking” it will let to enter a location 
and search for Routes nearby. 



Rambler Main Web Site.
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Click on circles which will expand to individual routes. Click on a teardrop for a route.
CAUTON:  Initially this will include walks. So Untick “Group Walks”



Rambler Main Web Site.
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Clicking on a teardrop shows a brief summay. Click on the name to find the map, usually 
a GPX and detailed walk information.



NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP
VIEWRANGER –But where to get Routes from?

There are quite a few reputable free sites.  Even if they don’t have a GPX file, you can 
usually draw the route yourself from the description.



NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP
VIEWRANGER –But where to get Routes from?

There are subscription sites.    Walkingworld.com  can be recommended. About £16/yr
unlimited downloads. Maps, Descriptions, GPX files and more.



NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP
VIEWRANGER –But where to get Routes from?

Another subscription site is Go4awalk.com.  Usefully resents walks on an OS map. 
Single page sketch map/description. About 25/30p a walk. Need to open an account.



NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP
VIEWRANGER –But where to get Routes from?

This produces a sing page PDF of the walk with references to grid refs and a few notes. 
A GPX file is available usually. 
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That’s everything about Viewranger that you need to make serious use 
of it.

Anything else is refinements.

You could explore:-
- more of the menus that appear if you click on a route/track.
- The satellite view – very useful on walks.
- The web site has a lot more features and becoming proficient with 

handling routes/tracks would be worthwhile.
- Adjust your Navigation setting to distances and alarm tones that suit 

you.

- BUT MOST IMPORTANT – go use it.

UNSPLIT
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By now your brain will be swamped!

Secondary Apps. & Web Sites

You should make yourself familiar with the Area Web site.
www.Lancashire-ramblers.org.uk

The rest of the Apps we will look at are for awareness.

But it’s useful to be aware of other apps that can help.

OS Maps  - same sort of idea as viewranger but nowhere near as 
developed.

Google Earth – for satellite views.

Streetmap – for converting between post codes and grid refs.

http://www.lancashire-ramblers.org.uk/


NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP
OS MAPS APP

- Ordinance Survey a few years ago initiated “services” to the public.

- EITHER a subscription £20+/yr
get to print out any OS map area. 
But it tends to be an A4 page and not overly convenient.

- OR  paper maps now come with digital equivalent.

- BOTH enable using the “OS Maps” app.

- This is a less developed viewranger type App.
Has a web site for subscribers.
Does have “Routes”, “Record track”, “Plot Route”

- Does have a “Free” mode, and Downloads map areas.

SPLIT



OS Maps App
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

Find the OS Maps 
icon and click on it.

The local map is 
DOWNLOADED 
automatically. It’s 
a basic map. One 
circle centres 
map. Click on the 
other.

There are always 
two choices here. 
Click on the Maps 
one first.

If you haven’t logged 
in you get 
information pages. 
Click Go to see what 
you can do without 
logging in.



OS Maps App
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

If you have no OS 
subscription then 
you only have plain 
maps and satellite 
maps. Click on the 
satellite map.

If you try to click 
on the OS maps, 
it gives a choice 
of subscriptions. 
But you can do 
lots without that.

Here is the list of 
Free features, and 
if you subscribe you 
get the rest.

This can be useful to 
help you find where 
you are.



OS Maps App
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

If you have bought a 
map recently it will 
include the digital 
equivalent. Dial in 
the code from the 
map and Redeem.

Returning to the 
free status 
wherever you are 
the map will 
download. Note 
the Route/Track 
markers. Click one

These bring up a 
route or track that 
someone has 
added. Some come 
from AA etc. You 
can use these to 
follow the route.

You then have access 
to the digital 
equivalent of the 
map you bought over 
the area you bought.



OS Maps App
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You can also plot 
your own route.
Click the “Menu” 
and select Plot a 
Route.

Just tap the sceen
to place a point. 
Move on and tap 
again etc  Click 
“Save” to finish.

You have to fill in 
some details 
including grade and 
if public or private.

Click the type of 
Route wanted.



OS Maps App
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You can record a 
route as well. Click 
the Menu and 
Record a Route.
(OS Maps is less 
fussy about Route v 
Track)

Click the record 
button and do 
the walk. Click 
the Stop “square” 
to finish.

Again you have the 
description form to 
complete. And then 
Save.
Free use doesn’t 
allow saving or 
loading your routes

Again choose the 
type of track being 
recorded.
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Viewranger and OS Maps include “satellite” views.
These are “online” maps but both can download sections of the map.
The images probably come from google earth data.

But you can also use the full Google Earth App, which are online 
images, and includes some more features.

In addition to the Arial views you can have 3D views and street views.
The street views can be useful to find the entrance to a footpath from a 
road.
The 3D views, where available, are easier to understand.

• Google Earth App
SPLITUNSPLIT



Google Earth App
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

Google Earth can be 
helpful on a walk.
Click on the Easth
icon

Eventually you 
are shown a 
rotating earth

Click on the three 
dots top right. And 
select “My 
Location”

On an initial entry 
you are shown 
various features 
including 3D effects.
Work throught these



Google Earth App
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You may be asked to 
permit your location 
being known

That will show 3 
D picture of 
where you are.
You can input 
routes but they 
are in a special 
format.

You will see a satellite 
view of where you 
are. Helpful to get 
your bearings.   If on 
a street, Drag the 
“person” to a blue 
line.
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STREETMAPS

A web site that is useful to be aware of is 
www.Streemaps.com

You can enter any form of location information and it will show you 
where it is.
So grid refs, post codes, lat/lon in any form……

You can also have it cocnvert any coordinate form to another.

ESPECIALLY RELEVANT TO FINDING POST CODES.

SPLITUNSPLIT

http://www.streemaps.com/


The web site      http://www.streetmap.co.uk provides the means of either locating some place or 
converting between different forms of location information.
Just enter some form of location (grid, post code, Lat Lon) and it will show the surrounding area.   
ESPECIALLY NOTE the small text at the bottom of the map saying: “Click here to convert coordinates”.
If you do so you get every other form of coordinate at that location. (see next slide)

NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

http://www.streetmap.co.uk/


ESPECIALLY NOTE the small text at the bottom of the map saying: “Click here to convert 
coordinates”.
If you do so you get every other form of coordinate at that location. (see below)

NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP



NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP
VIEWRANGER –Managing GPX Files

There are times when you may need to find your GPX files and move 
them elsewhere.

We will look BRIEFLY at:          (follow on your phone or just watch)
- Where are your GPX files in Viewranger?
- How to move them to another device with Bluetooth/email
- Connect the phone to a computer and transfer like a disc.
- Use an App such as Airdroid

If you want to follow this Please open the file manager App.
(they all have similar structures but may be different from here)
(or just watch to have an awareness of possibilities)

UNSPLIT SPLIT



VIEWRANGER –Where are my GPX Files!
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It is likely that your 
file manager 
opening screens 
looks something like 
this. If you have an 
SD card the Device 
and SD are shown.

Scroll as needed. 
Sub folders of 
Tracks/Routes are 
of NO interest to 
you. Find the GPX 
file you want and 
“long press” it.

The list changes to 
having a tick box at 
one side.  You can 
tick other files if 
you want to 
transfer a number. 
Click “share”

Click on the Device 
and scroll as needed.
Somewhere there is 
the Viewranger
folder. Click to open 
the folder.



VIEWRANGER –Transferring my GPX Files
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

You are offered a lot 
of ways of 
transferring the file.
e.g. Click Bluetooth 
to send to a 
computer or phone

Click a destination to 
transfer the file.
After a moment the 
download will show 
in notification bar 
and shows if 
successful



VIEWRANGER –Transferring my GPX Files
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

Loading to Viewranger.
If you have transferred a GPX file TO the phone, 
you need to find it and load it into viewranger.

Transferred files usually appear in the 
“Bluetooth” or “Download” folders.

Some phones will NOT allow GPX transfers. 
Temporarily change its name!

Look in the 
Bluetooth and 
Download folders 
for your file. (it 
might in in a Mail 
folder etc. Click on 
folders to find it.



VIEWRANGER –Transferring my GPX Files
NAVIGATION DEVICES WORKSHOP

Then click on the 
file.

If not recognised, 
there is probably a 
message like this. In 
that case you need 
to move the file 
into viewranger
folder. 

One of three things 
will happen. 
Viewranger may 
immediately open.
Or you must SELECT 
it. OR the phone 
doesn’t recognise it.

If it’s recognised, 
viewranger will 
open and 
acknowledge the 
GPX. Click yes to 
load it into 
Viewranger.



VIEWRANGER –Transferring my GPX Files
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If not recognised, 
click on the file and 
a menu will offer a 
means to copy the 
file. Click that and 
move to viewranger
folder to Paste it.

Click on Import/LocMove to the 
Viewranger folder 
and check the file is 
there.

Open Viewranger
and click on 3 dots. 
Find the 
Import/Export and 
click on that.



VIEWRANGER –Transferring my GPX Files
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This will bring up a 
list of all GPX files 
viewranger can find 
in it’s folder OR any 
sub-folder. Search 
down to find your 
file and click on it.

It offers to load the 
file if it is indeed a 
GPX. Click yes and it 
will be loaded and 
appear in the Profile 
lists.

Click on the profile to 
find it.  (note click on 
the word “Sort” and 
you can select the 
sorting method.)

There is another 
means of transferring 
files to computers.

Connect the phone 
by cable to the 
computer……..



VIEWRANGER – Transferring GPX files
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You can load a GPX into Viewranger Web site and it will download to your phone. There 
are other ways of transferring GPX’s. Plug your phone into a computer and look at My 
Computer. You should find your phone looks like a disc. You can transfer files either way.



VIEWRANGER – Transferring GPX files
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Search for Airdroid on the computer and load it. Load the App on the phone from Play 
Store. Open both. The phone needs to be on the same wifi as the computer. (also works 
over the internet.  Select “folder icon”.  Select files, right click and download. 



Computer Based
There are a couple of computer based mapping systems.  

All the maps used here are from the Memory Map system.

Allows routes to be plotted, transferred to GPS units and actual tracks recovered.

UNSPLIT



Where Can I Walk?
- It is illegal to walk on a motorway.

- You have no permission to walk on 
“White Roads”.

- You CAN walk on all other colours of 
road.

- There is no indication of pavements

- GREEN routes are Public Rights Of Way 
(PROW/ROW) (Red on 50K)
EVEN IF THERE IS NO PHYSICAL PATH

- As far as a walker is concerned, each 
path type has similar rights paths and 
the legal differences are of minimal 
relevance for this workshop. 

- The Green “Dots” usually appear on 
other roads (e.g. white roads)

- The BLACK dashed path is a physical path 
on the ground but is only a ROW if also 
shown in green.



Map Symbols
Investing time in the left hand set would be worthwhile.



Judging Walk Time

There are some reasonably 
common measures:-

1. Most Rambler walks, 
involving a lunch stop, will 
average about 3.5Km/hr          
(2 miles/hour ). 

2. Without lunch stop 4Km/hr 
(2.5mile/hr)

3. That’s about 15min/Km,       
1.5 min/100m

4. If hills are involved, there is a 
guide “Naismith’s Rule” which 
suggests adding 30min per 
300m(c. 1,000ft) of climb. 

Now that we know how to measure distance, what about how long it will 
take to walk a route.

That depends on the people, on the terrain, whether there are significant 
hills, the weather.



VIEWRANGER – Saving Map Sections
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While online maps 
need internet 
connection, map 
sections can be 
downloaded. Click 
the “Layers”

You are offered 
Detailed or 
Regional. Detaied is 
probably more 
relevant.

Touching the 
screen selects a 
square area. Then 
click on the 
Download icon to 
download the area.

Click on “Download a 
Custom Offline Area”



CALIBRATING COMPASS
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Download GPS Status 
& Toolbox and open 
it. 

Find and press on 
“Calibrate 
Compass”.

Just follow the 
instructions.

OR visit this site and let it run through different ways of calibrating.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AQJxE9fG2k

Touch top of screen 
to show menu and 
press the 3 bars (the 
menu). 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AQJxE9fG2k
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Please take a moment to complete this feedback form and 
put it in the Donations box. 

Not Very

at All well

Did it cover what you wanted? 1        2         3         4           5

Have you understood it all? 1        2         3         4           5

Feedback

Comments/Suggestions:



End Part 4
And

The End Of The Whole 
Documentation.
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